Corporate Overview

Unqork’s mission is to enable
every organization to unlock
their competitive advantage.
ABOUT
Unqork is the industry pioneer enterprise no-code
application platform that helps large companies build,
deploy, and manage complex applications without
writing a single line of code. Companies like Liberty
Mutual, Goldman Sachs, and John Hancock are using
Unqork’s drag-and-drop interface to build enterprise
applications faster, with higher quality, and lower costs
than conventional approaches.
PRODUCT
Enterprise technology leaders have always been forced
into a tradeoff. Simple applications can be built with
“drag and drop” tools, but more functionality requires
a variety of specialized tooling, expensive developers,
and, most importantly, lots of custom code. The result
is project failures, legacy maintenance, difficulty hiring,
and, most importantly, too much time spent simply
maintaining the status quo.
Unqork doesn’t force you into this tradeoff. Combining
a completely visual, no-code interface with the power
of a truly enterprise-grade application platform, Unqork
lets you build complex software without having to write
a single line of code. The result is faster time to market,
improved quality, and reduced cost that’s just not
possible with conventional tools.

COMPANY BASICS
Founded

2017

Founder

Gary Hoberman,
Former CIO of Metlife

Employees

500+

Headquarters

New York City

Investors

CapitalG, Goldman
Sachs, BlackRock, World
Innovation Lab, and others

Total Funding

$400m+

Annual Revenue
Growth

300%+

COMPETITIVE DIFFERENTIATORS
• Unified Application Platform: Unlike building
with traditional approaches, Unqork brings
everything you need to build complex
enterprise applications onto a single platform
that’s integrated, secure, and easy to use.
• Completely Visual Interface: Many of today’s
solutions claim to be completely visual (“nocode”), but in reality they require a tremendous
amount of code to build complex applications.
Unqork lets you build complex applications in
a truly visual environment. This dramatically
accelerates build times and lowers total costs.
• Enterprise-Grade Security and Scale: Unqork
has very large deployments in some of the
most complex regulated industries, which is
unique for a no-code platform.
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Key Benefits

Accelerate Time to Market

Improve Quality

Reduce TCO

Unqork speeds up initial builds
without sacrificing quality or loading
up legacy expenses. In fact, with
similar use cases Unqork has been
shown to deliver software up to 90%
faster than traditional approaches.

A completely visual interface opens
development to more stakeholders,
so everyone can collaborate on their
requirements.

Large enterprises can spend up
to 75% of their IT budget just
maintaining existing systems. With
Unqork, changes can be made with
far fewer resources.

Unlock Innovation

Engage Employees

Maintain Peace of Mind

Because projects can get ramped
up quickly and with lower costs,
your organization can experiment
without the burden of traditional
development projects.

Keep specialized engineers focused
on the most complex projects that
might require code. Complete more
straightforward (but still important)
projects with business-led teams
and fewer technology resources.

Security, compliance, RBAC, and
infrastructure are all maintained and
monitored out of the box, allowing
your teams to focus on other
projects.

CUSTOMERS

PARTNERS

Unqork customers include some of the largest and most
complex organizations in the world. Current customers
include Liberty Mutual, Goldman Sachs, Principal
Financial Group, New York City, Manulife, Maimonides
Medical Center, and Washington, D.C.

Unqork partners with some of the most respected and
reputable system integrators. Existing partners include
Deloitte, KPMG, Capco, EY, and many more. From a
technology perspective, Unqork maintains alliances with
AWS, Google Cloud, DocuSign, Plaid, and more.

About Unqork

Contact Us

Unqork is the industry pioneer no-code enterprise application platform that
helps large companies build, deploy, and manage complex applications without
writing a single line of code. Organizations like Goldman Sachs, Liberty Mutual,
the Cities of New York and Washington, DC and Maimonides Medical Center
are using Unqork’s drag-and-drop interface to build enterprise applications
faster, with higher quality, and lower costs than conventional approaches.
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